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Downrigger
Accessories

COV
Vinyl Downrigger
Cover

M-Kit
Mounting
Kit

LOCK

HAN 88
For Electrics
HAN KF/LM
for Manuals

EZ-Trieve

Aluminum arm Extensions
1 ft and 2 ft sections.
Chrome Rod Holders
ADRH-88C
Black Rod Holders
ADRH-88B

AR-EXT 1 arm extension
AR 2+2B 2ft butt section
AR2+2S 2ft swivel section
AR2+2 2 pcs section arm

ASRH-RHC
Single Chrome Tube and Holder
ASRH-88
Single Black Tube and Holder

Adjusts every 15 for multiple angles

Repair Kits

TS-TC

200 ft of downrigger
temperature cable
with thermistor affix
for use with temp
models

AWR-KIT
Re-Termination Kit
(Automatic Weight
Retriever)

AS-2
Auto Stop
Repair Kit
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DTS-RK

Temp Repair Kit
Temperature
replacement probe
complete with
cable shock and cinch.
for DTS 4000

200W, 300W, 350W
Premium extra strength
stranded stainless steel
wire. Can be used
with all makes of
downriggers. Available
in 200, 300 and 350 ft
spools 195 lbs. Test,

Mounting Bases
& Stanchions

9’’ Flat Stand
6’’ Flat Stand

6’’ Angle up Stand Quick Mount 27 Tip Up Base

DP-1
Deck Plate

For quick installation
slide into built in
gunwale rod holders
and attach downrigger
to base.

Fits all boats with
gunwales up to 2 3/4’’
wide. Rugged, heavy
duty construction fits
Walker, Big John,
Cannon and Penn
downrigger brands

SSB
Swivel Base

Other
Products

Uni Clamp

Diver Pouch

Walker Spoon Bag
Holds 36 spoons with front
protection flap for safe storage

Holds 8 of the large divers or a
number of the smaller sizes.

Chinook Tournament
Twist Rod 8’6’’
Features
Twist Guide

Compatible with all
Walker Downriggers.
Also fits all Scotty
tip up mounts.

Precision Trolling

Pro Edition and Big Water

Snubber 9”
Walker Downriggers

Dual Planer
Board
PB-20

Deeper
Divers

Copper

Metallic Blue

Clear

Available in five sizes
45,65,82,107,124
*Available in Size 107 Only

*Carmel Dolphin

Gold

Fire Tiger

Wonder Bread

Chartreuse Red Watermelon Metallic Green
Tiger

Silver

Orange Black
Tiger

White

Candy Apple Metallic Purple Metallic Pink
Red
*Available in Size 107 Only

Kelly Green
Black Tiger

*Blue Berry
Muffin

*Froggy Glow

Black

*Blue Dolphin

*Clown

*Green Dolphin
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New for 2011
Size 50

“The fastest and easiest way to
achieve EXACT depth control with
walleye tackle. Best thing to happen
to walleye fishing since the
nightcrawler!’’

Multiple Depth Settings
Easy to Retrieve
Fish attracting rattle
Releases on Strike
Revolutionary Buoyant Floats at rest
Available in 4 sizes
diving planer system
Adjustable release tension

The TripZ diver allows you target a specific depth
range when trolling. With the patented release it
allows for an easy retrieve when fighting your fish or
when winding your line in to change lures.

Available in 4 Sizes 20, 30, 40, 50

“I fish divers a lot for trout,
salmon and even walleye.
The TripZ Diver is flat out
the finest diving planer I’ve
ever fished with. A revolutionary
release mechanism and a size
for every job. You can’t beat
the TripZ Diver.”
Mark Romanack

Setting the Deeper Diver for depths
Deeper Diver Size 45
10 lbs mono line on setting 0

To adjust the depth setting/plane angle turn the weighted keel dial on the
bottom of the Deeper Diver to the left (port) or the right (starboard) to
Line Out (Feet) 25 50 100 125 150 175
select the side of the boat you want it to dive from and the setting for the
desired depth. The Deeper Diver allows you to pick the depth and direction
Depth (Feet)
11 16 22 24 26 27
you want it to dive giving you the ability to get your lure away from the
boat to ad more fishing rods, cover a wider area and different depths. The
depth setting/plane angle is measured in a sequence of numbers starting at
Deeper Diver Size 65
"0" and out to "3" on the left (port) or right (starboard) sides of the boat.
15 lbs mono line
The 0 setting will cause the diver to angle straight down and not out to
either side of the boat. As the numbers increase from 1-2-3 the diver takes a Line Out (Feet)
25 50 75 100 125 150 200
greater side angle and the diver pulls out from the side of the boat. 3 setting
being the furthest out to the side in either left or right direction, based on
Depth Setting 0
10 15 19 25 28 34 37
left or right on the depth setting of the weighted keel dial. With the same
amount of line used, a 0 setting will gain the greatest depth but without
Depth Setting 1.5 9 13 15 19 22 25 28
pulling out to the side and conversely a 3 setting will give the least amount
of depth with the furthest side tracking.
Depth charts are suggested depths for each size diver with prescribed
amount of line let out and the line lbs test (line diameter influence). Note
that trolling speed and underwater currents vary the achievable depth. Line
diameter and line types also can vary the achievable depth. It is best to use
the available depth charts as a guide to get you started and if you happen to
touch bottom, remember the amount of line you let out, the type of line you
are using and the trolling speed so you know where your bait is at those
circumstances. Simply pull in more line to reduce the diver's depth or let
more line out when gaining more diver depth.

Deeper Diver Size 82
17 lbs mono line
Line Out (Feet)

Depth Setting 0 14 22 28 34

38

42

44

Depth Setting 1 12 20 25 28

35

38

40

Depth Setting 2 10 17 22 26

33

36

37

Depth Setting 3 8

30

32

34

Letting out the diver and start fishing
To ready the diver to go in the water, push the release arm into the pinch
mechanism to hold the release arm upright and allow the diver to angle
downward into the water. With the boat moving slowly at trolling speed,
slowly allow the diver to dip in the water and hold the diver in place to
observe that it is able to plane down and out in the desired direction. With
constant tension (do not free spool the line when letting the diver out as the
diver may loose it's plane attitude and spin downward at a freefall), let the
diver out slowly so that it not only dives, but planes out to the side as you
let out line from the reel. A line counter reel will help you determine the
amount of line you are letting out to the diver. When you catch a fish,
simply reset the diver and let out the same length of line.

25 50 75 100 150 200 250

15 20 23

Deeper Diver Size 107
25 lbs mono line
Line Out (Feet)

25 50 75 100 150 200 250

Depth Setting 0

14 30 40 50

60

65

70

Depth Setting 1

15 30 35 45

55

60

65

Depth Setting 2

15 25 30 40

50

55

60

Depth Setting 3

10 20 25 35

45

50

55

Deeper Diver Size 124
30 lbs mono line
Line Out (Feet)

25

Depth Setting 0

30 40 50 60

70

80

90

Depth Setting 1

25 35 45 55

65

75

85

Depth Setting 2

20 30 40 50

60

70

80

Depth Setting 3

15 25 35 45

55

65

75
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50 75 100 150 200 250

Endorsements

“I fish divers a lot for trout,
salmon and even walleye.
The Deeper Diver is flat
out the finest diving planer
I’ve ever fished with. No
rings a better release
mechanism and a size
for every job. You can’t beat
the Deeper Diver.”
Mark Romanack

Host of fishing 411 and author
of Precision Trolling

As the leader in downrigger angling
equipment, Walker takes my fish
catchingpotential to the next level
with its innovations and great
technology.
Ray Carignan
Outdoor Passion TV Show

I guide over 200 trips a year for
Walleye and Muskie. The new TripZ
Diver has been a long time coming
and will revolutionize diver fishing. The
TripZ will make it easy to retrieve your
diver and lure as well it will trip on
small fish where no other diver of this
kind does this. With the release this will
increase landing percentages and put
less stress on the lure in the fishes mouth
allowing for better hook ups and more
fish in the boat. Captain Jim Flemming
Seen on the Fishful Thinking Show &
The Real Fishing Show with Bob Izumi

Who Says only the fish know what
goes on below the surface? Baitfish,
lure action, following fish... do you
really know what you need to know?
With all our years of experience on
the Great Lakes, up to date
equipment and endless arsenal of
baits and lures, only the Strike Vision
excels in opening the depths of the
underwater world to us
Captain Mike Dumensil,
Catch One Sport Fishing

I have been a professional in the
fishing industry for 14 years, I am the
owner and host of BONNE PÊCHE
television show. To do as many shows
as I do, I must have the best equipment
available that’s why I only use Walker
Downriggers.
Norman Byrns BONNE PÊCHE

“The fastest and easiest way to
achieve exact depth control with
walleye tackle.The best thing to
happen to walleye fishing
since the nightcrawler!”
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Lance Valentines
Walleye 101.com

